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Editor^s Choice

Books of High Merit

Greg Clingham, Johnson^ Writing» and Memory.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002. xii +
222. $65.00.
Reviewed by Kevin L. Cope

ersons who make an above-average living working with
their minds have proved remarkably bashful about the
"Contents or operations of that elusive tool. Words like "soul,"
"spirit," "personality," "character," "cognition," "reasoning," and even
"thought" have become slighdy embarrassing among that elite corps of
professional materialists who regard themselves as "cultural productions"
or "sensitive bodies" or even "commodities"—as an3rthing other than
something supernatural. As anyone knows who has witnessed newhistoricists savoring those tasty epiphenomem that
appropriated to free
appetizers at commercial publishers' cocktail receptions, the spiritual has a
way of reasserting itself, whether in the lives of poets or in the aroma of
hors d'oeuvres. Such a reassertion has occurred in a big, new, and glorious
way in Greg Clingham's Johnson, Writing, andMemo^, a sophisticated new
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look at the lively action of the powerful mind that composed The Lives of
the English Poets and that hoped to "textualize" experience itself.
Confident of the uncommonness of common sense, Clingham
uncovers a central paradox in the overlapping eighteenth-century
discourses of empiricism and biographism. He wonders whether
"experience" is so flat a concept as our modern materialists like to
imagine. The straightforward sensory information that a John Locke or
a David Hume invoke when they talk about "experience" seems lightyears
distant from the highly reflective life-experience that fills Johnson's
biographical writings. In an ingenious and unabashedly modern move,
Clingham resolves this apparent conflict by invoking French
historiographer Pierre Nora's concept of ks lieux de memoire-. moments,
events, or sites that serve as a focal point for the values within either
personal or social history. Specific and local, such memory-sites retain
their empirical, cultural-material character while they also embody an
assortment of immaterial quantities, whether cultural norms, shared
attitudes, emotional responses, political identities, or ideological commit
ments. The novelty, indeed the genius of Clingham's approach abides in
his, daring decision to focus on (i) writing— textuality—^itself and on (H)
writing about poets' (mental) lives—about the transactions in the minds
of poets, about the transactions in SamuelJohnson's mind as a biographer
of poets, and about transactions in readers' minds as the audience for
commemorations. For Clingham, Nora's lieux de memoire take on a
psychological as well as historical character. Clingham thus deploys an
early Romantic concern for the imaginative life of the writer, connects that
concern to a modem, skeptical method, and then uses the resulting hybrid
technique to seek out the very core of eighteenth-century literature.
With regard to determining what or where is the "core" of
eighteenth-century literature, the jury is perpetually out; nevertheless,
Clingham shows laudable courage in arguing for the merits of the late
Augustan periphery, for the restoration of miscellaneous works such as
Dr. Johnson's Lives of the English Poets (and assorted other prefatory
materials) to a central place in, if not the "canon," then at least in the
eighteenth-century mentality. Generations of students have treated
Johnson's introductory precises as either hurdles on the way to doctoral
examinations or as convenient compendia of eighteenth-century literary
opinions (and prejudices), but Clingham situates Johnson's critical
biographies at the center of the eighteenth-century concern for memory.
Scattered biographies likeJohnson's depend on memory, whether memory
construed as the historical record or memory understood as the accumu-
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lated critical judgment on an author or memory conceived as the extant
body of anecdotes about a literary-historical figure. The less that is known
about a figure from the past, the more biographers must find alternate
sources of memory. When writing about Alexander Pope, CUngham
explains, Johnson has access to extensive documentary resovurces, but in
dealing with writers likeJohn Dryden, on whom there is a smaller private
archive, anecdote and oral tradition proveindispensable. Clingham points
out that Johnson regarded memory as the most heavily used of mental
faculties. Reason might be necessary to solve philosophical problems, will
and resolve might be needed to get out of bed in the morning, but
memory comes into play in all the actions of life (10-11). Biography, the
record of the actions, is thus inextricably bound up with memory:
biography organizes and adds to the archive of memory; memory is a
biographical process. Memory, which fixes events in a fictional, biographi
cal form, is especially crucial for an advocate for objective judgment such
as Johnson. Despite its apparent subjectivity, memory introduces "a kind
of permanence and accessibility, within historical change" (9). Memory
gives fleeting experience a sane and substantial form (see 18-19), indeed
is so much the source of "material culture" that it can be found at work in
that most substantial of all exercises, the commemorationof Christ's sacrifice
in the sacrament of communion (see 31-32). Memory puts the historical
record into the "book" form that oiir students have so much trouble
remembering.
One of the most charming as well as one of the most revolutionary
aspects of Clingham's book is the case that it makes for the small but
significant for detail, anecdote, and even triviality. Recognizing that
contemporary critical theorists chatter about the particularities of popular
culture but in practice are more fond of gigantic generalizations, Clingham
devotes the balance of his book to a rehabilitative analysis of Johnson's
Lives of the 'English Poets, paying particular attention to the role of anecdote
and detail. • Clingham's criticism rests on a happy inversion: although he
cautiously accepts the "textuaHty" of experience as preached by those
modern Savonarolas, Jacques Derrida and Paul DeMan, Clingham mixes
the enthusiasm of a neo-Baconian virtuoso with the clear thinking of an
English yeoman to affirm that "textuality" makes the world more meaning
ful, leading not to the "infinite play of signs" but helping to "build critical
discriminations and experiential truths supporting judgments" (36-37).
Clingham thus makes a case for both an evaluative and a biographical
criticism while gleaning the best insights from the less than gracious
criticism of our time. Better; he makes sense: soulless, semiotic criticism
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lacks a mechanism to explain where all its wit comes from, but Clingham's
confidence in the thinking author affirms the integrity of literary minds to
literary works. Coincidental discoveries abound: Clingham's revelations,
for example, help to explain why the neodassicaUy normed Johnson was
so obsessed with the sometimes crabbed, eccentric, and difficult poetry of
Donne, Cowley, Dryden, and the Cavaliers (see 41-56).
One of the greatest virtues of Clingham's approach is its practicality.
Literature, like life, is composed of anecdotes, passages, and excerpts,
attention to which Clingham readily authorizes. This happy affiliation
between theory and practice leads to some excellent interpretations of
Johnson's biographical-critical texts. Clingham's fourth chapter, for
example, offers insight after insight into Johnson's compact studies of
lesser early-modern poets as well as superior analyses of larger and longer
such as those of John Milton and Samuel Butler. As Clingham
explains, "central to each of these lives is Johnson's interest in the
circumstances under which the writer transforms his personality into an
author, and how he thereby contributes towards the formation of a
national English literature" (99). Because the memory-manufacturing
Johnson sees both the past historical and the future typological value of
seemingly trivial events in poets' lives, each and every passage in the career
of a Gray or an Addison or a Rochester seems to take on compelling
sigmficance. For Clingham's Johnson, the anecdote serves a quasisacramental function by redeeming potentially significant moments, by
charting fleeting events onto the vast historical record contained within
memory (see 98). One of the best examples of this type of reading occurs
in Clingham's third chapter, where Clingham evaluates the "catacombs"
episode iiiRasselas. In this episode, the itinerant Prince of Abyssinia and
his traveling party reflect on the tender and yet bizarre ways in which
people across the ages have attempted to deal with mortality, reflections
that Clingham scrutinizes in the light of John Locke's theories concerning
the role of memory in identity formation as well as with respect to his own
notions about the power of anecdote to reveal the spiritual within the
temporal world (see 75). In the catacomb excursion as well as in many
other strange passages inJohnson's writing,,truth reasserts itself "dirough
the encounter with and realization of the attendant circumstantiality of
fact, which is what mediates and relates the mind to history and the world
of the present" (88).
All this emphasis on particularity does notmean that Clingham is lost
in the trinket shop. He is equally adept with the execution of masterpieces
as well as of miniatures. Chapter 5, for example, offers a genuinely epic
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comparison of Johnson's Uves of Alexander Pope and of John Dryden,
setting the whole against the panoramic view of eighteenth-century
translations, imitations, and adaptations of classical writers. Clingham's
zest for particularity emancipates him from modern guilt and selfconsciousness about canonical authors, leaving him free to range over the
beauties in the writings of the old- and big-timers while also keeping in
view the lesser poets against whom greatness is measured—^poets whom
the allegedly conservative Johnson was, in fact, instrumental in demarginalizing. Clingham's keen sense for the interplay of the major vwth
the minor illuminates critical gems such as his justification of John
Milton's endless justifications: "all in all, Johnson seems to feel that
Milton's incredible subject—^justifying the \rays of God to man—^is
impossible and yet absolutely necessary, its mysteriousness appreciated as
such by the author of a dictionary, also impossible, yet also necessary"
(113). Like all right-thinking persons, Clingham is troubled by the reckless
ways of the renowned regicide poet, yet he shows to Milton a degree of
compassion, mercy, and critical intelligence that would be hard to find in
the lyrics of Calvinism's leading pop star. Generosity flows naturally from
Clingham's charitably reconstructive ideas, as is evident in his superb
discussion of Johnson's imaginative re-construction of Uves for poets,
such as the charmingly cantankerous Samuel Butler, who lack an extensive
documentary record.
The only harsh words that might be directed sX Johnson, Writing, and
Memory would be addressed not Clingham but to the book design
department at Cambridge Universtiy Press. When, we wonder, is the
Cambridge press ever going to get away from that plain-Jane semimodernized Baskervflle font (as if we really needed a type face named after
an eighteenth-century type founder in order to realize that a book is on an
eighteenth-century topic)? Why does Cambridge allow its bargainbasement kerning-and-spacing program to run some dashes up against
words while others shoot off into gaps adequate for cometary orbits (for
such a mix, see 162)? Why do we have razor-thin dashes and hyphens
within easy view of ellipses that are bulbous enough to hold all the
Zeppelins in the hangar? Why, in an age in which electronic typesettihg
is available to every hobo at every Kinko's on every comer, would a
Cambridge book designer choose endnotes over footnotes, with the result
that one is always flapping through the book in search of erudite Cling
ham's numerous enlightening marginalia? Why, in those notes, would
some states and nations be marked out by ungainly postal abbrevia
tions—as if no one knew that the Harvard University Press is located in
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"Cambridge, MA" rather than down the street from the Cambridge
University Press bunker—^while others are not thus scarred? And why
would the progressive Cambridge Press, housed in the freethinking town
that gave us Ralph Cudworth, Benjamin Whichcote, and who knows how
many Soviet spies, wrap so colorful and lively a book as Clingham's in a
cold black binding wiA imitation gold-tooled rule bars that look like
borrowed copies of borrowed plinths for the borrowed Elgin Marbles?
If Cambridge were to show adequate appreciation to so inventive an
author as Greg Clingham, it would offer up a second, celebratory edition
of this volume with a book design showing the same vigor as its admirable
author.
Dr. Johnson knew the value of memorable aphorisms, and so it must
be said that one can't here judge a book by its cover. Johnson, Writing, and
Memory one of the best books to come alongin years. It sets Johnsonian
studies on a new and moreover true course; it responds to the full,
interdisciplinary range of literary-critical developments while continuing
to cherish what, at the risk of sounding unfashionable, might be called the
humanities, the humane letters and all that such a refined concept implies,
both in Johnson's time and in our own. Characterized by nothing so
much as that rarest of qualities, genuine fellow-feeling with its topic
author, Clingham's book takes us into the immediate imaginative and
moral life ofJohnson while offering brilliant expositions of texts that will
continue to live far beyond the Great Cham's time.

Patrick Spedding, A Bibliography of Eliza Haywood.
London: Pickering and Chatto, 2004. Pp. 848. £120.00.
Reviewed by Kevin L. Cope
Among the most regrettable habits of our time is the appropriating of
celebrity authors by scholarly special interest groups. A deep dark secret
of the literary profession is that certain authors are quietly imderstood to
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belong, either as designated, objects of study or as political symbols, to
assorted ideologically defined sororities. In candid (or at least minimally
observed) moments, scholars meekly confess that any paper about Aphra
Behn is most likely going to take a feminist approach or at least make deep
genuflections to the favored class of "women" writers. Everyone sees, but
few have the courage to state, that a paper on Olaudah Equiano or Phyllis
Wheatley is inevitably the work of a graduate student who, at the ripe old
age of twenty-four, is eager to present himself or herself as fashionably
burdened by the sins of Western civilization. The adopting of authors as
mascots for movements brings with it two deleterious consequences: first,
the inability to assess the accomplishments of the idealized authors
objectively, for fear of trespassing against quasi-sacred personages;
second, the tendency to ascribe almost any work containing even remotely
progressive ideas to the candidate avatar-authors, if only to confirm those
scribblers' preternatural productivity and urgent importance.
It is against this kind of bibliographically based, semi-religious
hero/heroine-worship that Patrick Spedding's A. Bibliogrc^ly of
presents itself as a remedy. This is not to say that Spedding relies
on the cheap trick of setting excessive standards for admitting works into
an mvre and then making a big noise about heroically dismantling canons.
Rather, Spedding's project is an intelligently expansionist enterprise.
Spedding opens his work in a fresh and a generous spirit, eager to include
"every edition of all the works known to be by Eliza Haywood" (15), even
those translated into sundry languages. The idea of including everything,in
every language, is something of a novelty in the world of real-life, working
bibliographies, if only because the computerized databases—the ESTCs,
the OCLCs, the RLINs—that have made life so easy for scholars of Anglo
culture have yet to reach perfection in other language traditions. Many
bibliographers promise to cover the non-Anglo world, but few inspire
such confidence as Spedding, who seems to have fotmd his way into and
around most of the prominent European libraries and who has even
managed to discover one translation of Haywood that made its way onto
the Vatican's IndexofProhihitedBooks(^2). French, German, Dutch, Italian,
and Swedish translations quit their secret cabinets when Spedding comes
calling. Spedding, however, is not content to live iii the linguistic past.
For many scholars, the translations accomplished by cybemauts—those
that move Haywood's writings into futuristic digital codes and miruaturized formats—^prove more daunting than those induced by the calamity at
Babel's tower. When it comes to computing, however, Spedding excels,
delivering up fresh records on microform, digital, online, and in sum any
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media or material that might bear the mark of Haywood's quill. A
Bibltograpfy of EUsp lictpvood may thus be among the most accurate and
comprehensive records of
author, let alone of this prolific penster.
The gigantic expansion of the Haywood database over which
Spedding presides is by no means uncritical. Nor is it intended to crowd
the already bulging barradss of Haywood brigadiers. Rather, Spedding
embraces the minimalist, rigorist approach of Defoe debunkers P. N.
Furbank and W R. Owens. He admits to the Haywood canon only those
works for which there is reasonably sound external evidence of Haywood
authorship, he avoids attributions on the basis of stylistic or ideological or
circumstantial evidence, and, in general, he turns a skeptical eye on
pseudo-evidentiary phrases such as "sometimes attributed to Eliza
Haywood" (17)—2L locution for which Spedding repeatedly pronounces a
special disdain, if only owing to its resistance to erasure. Further,
Spedding superannuates all previous bibliographers by enforcing the
distinction between issues and editions. Spedding thus brings a new and
much-needed level of discipline to a field of study that has more often
been animated by desire and ideology than by solid empirical scholarship.
Despite his unflinching rigor, and although he de-attributes a number of
formerly Haywood items, Spedding manages to add no less than seven
new works to the Haywood legacy. Users of Spedding's bibliography will
enjoy the special luxury of feeling certain, for they will rest assured that
these new attributions—^which include such salty works as the erotic The
5opha—^will withstand scientific scrutiny and will support reliable, enduring
scholarship and interpretation (see 20). Honest Spedding avoids the
temptation to gloss over what no one else will ever verify: he offers only
truncated entries in those very few cases where he was prevented from
inspecting a candidate Haywood item (19). Indeed, Aese seven new
attributions on their own overturn a litany of interpretative dichoto
mies—^the young versus the old Haywood, the pornographic versus the
tnoral Haywood—on which a good many lesser critics have built careers
as Haywoodologists. Spedding demonstrates that a small shipment of
reliable evidence can tell us more about this author and herideas than can
a Cleopatran barge fiill of glittery but underinformed misattributions.
Very few bibliographers can or even should attain to a pure empiri
cism or an unrelenting methodological consistency. Spedding occasionally
veers from the strident positivism of "the new bibliography" so as to offer
tidbits, suggestions, and enticements that future interpreters of Haywood
may wish to savor. A recurring theme in Spedding's bibliography is the
utililty of Spedding's research for a biography of &e sometimes elusive
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Miss Haywood. Spedding prepares the way for such a project, noting that
his bibliography brings to light an array of information that would be
useful for life writing (15). To this end, and perhaps somewhat outside his
otherwise scientific method, he includes, as a sort of pre-appendix, a minibibliography of works by Haywood's lifetime partner and collaborator
^Wlliam Hatchett. He allows a moment of speculation as to whether
Hatchett might also have collaborated with Haywood, in private chambers,
in the production of a child (25). Another set of entries includes works
that Haywood printed during her career as a publisher undex "The Sign of
Fame" colophon (23). Spedding shows his versatility as an interpreter as
well as as a bibliography by offering thumbnail accounts of the importance
both of Haywood's unpublished works and of those works that he has
added to the Haywood canon (20-22). Spedding's occasional digressions
might be described as the ment^ equivalent of jobinterviews or theatrical
auditions: he laments that no library has yet set up a Haywood collection
or even a Haywood exhibition, a passing thought to which the cheering
crowds can only cry out, "Spedding, come forth as our curator!"
Any regular user of bibliographies suspects that the most interesting
moments in an enterprise such as Spedding's are those in which control
slips just a little bit, allowing the genius of the otherwise disciplined
bibliographer to pierce through the veil of diplomatic transcriptions and
technical Annotations. Way up on the 737th page of his massive tome,
Spedding begins dispensing his supplemental Ha)Wood knowledge. He
ranges through no less than fourteen appendices on various subjects as
well as a truly monumental compilation of bibliographies consulted in the
preparation of this work. A treasure-trove of indices hovers over the end
of it all like some aerial view of wit's labyrinth. Spedding offers us one
tant^ing monient in which he shyly alludes to some mysterious problem
that he encountered in accessing an item at Sir John Soane's Museum in
London, lamenting that that curious institution is "ill-equipped" to "deal
TOth literary queries"(21)—a truncated anecdote that stirs the imagination
and leaves former visitors to this craziest of London museums wondering
whatever might have happened when Spedding, like some modem
Orpheus, penetrated those four dingy floors of cultural paraphernalia,
artistic detritus, and junk.
No bibliographic project should be deprived of a physical as well as
a content analysis. Spedding's volume is manufactured to smrvive,
appearing in sturdy, lightly grained binding and superior, add-free,
minimally transparent paper. The typeface in the introductory segments
is miserably small and the use of rows of asterisks rather than printers'
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ornaments (sometimes even on the first line of a page—see 20) as section
dividers perhaps a bit too puritanical. The space between text and
foomote is crabbed, while the ugly, Microsoft-induced footnote separator
bar is a candidate for deletion. On the othar hand, the massive, thorough
guide to abbreviations is surprisingly scannable and refreshingly usable.
The widely traveled Spedding's achievement in Biblio^iaply ofBHs^a
Haymod rivals that of some of the great book-hounds of the golden age
of bibliography. Such a volume is surely more than enough to constellate
Spedding among the superstars of bibliography. Along with the new
editions of Haywood produced by Alexander Pettit and his collaborators,
the Spedding bibliography establishes Pickering and Chatto as the
unquestionable leader in Haywood publishing. Indeed, Pettit and
Spedding together provide a body of both bibliographical and interpretive
knowledge that both comprehends and transcends all other Haywood
scholarship. Spedding's bibliography is as likely as anything we will ever
have to become a permanent record of Haywood's enterprises. It will
never be supplanted by an unstable electronic bibliography. Standing
evermore as a great pillar in the temple of Haywood scholarship, it will,
like all good pillars in all good temples, seem as fresh and suggestive in a
thousand years as it does today.

